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FOREWORD

It was the good fortune ofThe David Hume Institute that, on 17 May
2000, Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa was able to find time in his busy
schedule as Executive Member of the Board of the European Central
Bank to visit Edinburgh and deliver the Hume Lecture for the year
2000.

The topic chosen was and continues to be of great interest across
Europe and especially in the UK. The relationship between the
European Union and the Nation State is complex but susceptible to
rational analysis, as Padoa-Schioppa makes clear. After first
examining the terminology involved, the lecture moves on to discuss
the relationship between the notions of economic union and Nation
State. It is then possible to turn to the more involved issue of
political xmion and the Nation State. All of this analysis is centred
on the Exuropean Union and provides an excellent coverage of the
history and development of the ideas that underpin the present day
arrangements.

The final major section of the lecture comprises a discussion of the
relationship of the UK and the European Union. The insights offered
here coming from someone who not only has a long and detailed
knowledge of central banking, from his years both at Banca d'ltalia
and with the European Commission, but is also in a position to be
able to offer a perspective that is from outside of the UK but is
sympathetic to, and knowledgeable of, the history, culture and
circumstances of the UK.

When it was delivered, this lecture found an attentive and interested
audience who were, without exception, stimulated and invigorated
by the arguments put forward. It was a lecture and subsequent
audience discussion in which David Hume himself woidd

undoubtedly have been delighted to participate. In its written form,
as presented below, it maintains the freshness and challenge of the
original address. The David Hume Institute is delighted to be able
to publish this lecture as a Hume Occasional Paper. As always in our



publications, the views expressed are those of the author alone, the
Institute holding no collective view or opinion upon the issues
raised.

Brian G M Main

Director

February 2001





The European Union and the Nation State

Tomtnaso Padoa-Schioppa

1. Introduction

1. The Scottish tradition, the city of Edinburgh, the name of
David Hume should all tell you how honoured and at the same time
intimidated I felt, about a year ago, when the David Hume Institute
invited me to deliver this lecture. How could one dare to open one's
mouth on economic and political matters knowing that both David
Hume and Adam Smith may be listening from their respective
graves only a few hundred yards from here? Here was the crucible
where political, economic, and moral investigation melted to
produce the special combination that is required to understand any
subject in the field of social sciences.

I chose the title for this lecture several months ago in what has
subsequently appeared to me a daring impulse. The subject is
immense, the literature on it vast and multi-disciplinary. It is also a
very controversial subject. Without doubt, the choice was suggested
by my interest in the matter and not by a presumed ability to treat
it adequately. The relationship between Europe and the 'Nation
State' is an issue that has accompanied much of my life, as is true of
many people of my generation. I have come across it recurrently,
even in my professional activity as central banker. Moreover, the
choice was inspired by this location, because both the relationship
between Scotland and the United Kingdom and that between the
United Kingdom and the European Union provide an ideal reference
for the treatment of this subject. My remarks will not be those of an
academic. As I am a practitioner, my reflections are drawn from
practical activity and from discussions with persons engaged in
public or business life more than with the community of scholars. Of
course, a practitioner needs reflection no less than an academic.

2. One hundred years ago 'The European Union and the Nation
State' could not have been the title of a public speech: the word
'union' was not associated with the word 'European'. Another
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hundred years earlier, not even the expression 'Nation State' was
really part of the political and constitutional vocabulary. Indeed, in
the short span of few generations, humans have seen the rise of
Nation States, the disaster they caused in two World Wars and the
emergence of what is now called European Union. Many people fear,
others advocate, that the Union should overcome and supersede the
Nation States. This is the subject I shall discuss this evening. I shall
do so by organising my remarks under four headings. First, I shall
explore the meaning of the words that form the title of the lecture.
Second, I will discuss the relationship between economic union and
the Nation State. In a third part I shall examine European political
union and its relationship with the Nation State. Fourth, and finally,
I shall discuss the attitudes towards, and the resulting problems of,
the relationship of the United Kingdom with Europe.

3. Before starting, let me formulate my views in summary terms.
The European Union is an 'act of uniting', not a 'state of being
united'. It is a process rather than an end point. It consists of
creating an authority superior to that of the Nation State, in order to
pursue common objectives that could not be attained otherwise. In
this process, participating states have engaged in a joint exercise of
sovereignty and progressively transferred to the Union portions of
their sovereignty, which has thus lost the absolute character that had
historically been one of its fundamental features. The Nation State,
however, has not disappeared, not only because the process has not
come to its conclusion, but also because the Union has not been
designed to suppress it. The European Union is not, in other words,
a political construct that reproduces, albeit on a larger geographical
scale, the constitutional structure of the pre-existing Nation States.

The 'act of uniting' that started just fifty years ago has not come
to its conclusion because, in its present shape, the Union does not have
the means to achieve the objectives it has set itself. A further transfer
of sovereignty is necessary to bring this about. The way to get there is
to fully exploit the possibilities offered by the treaties and to enlarge
such possibilities through treaty amendments. We may call 'political
union' the 'state of being united' that could/should constitute the
objective of the entire process, although this terminology fails to
acknowledge that a large degree of political union has already been
achieved. Even in a full political union. Nation States will remain an



essential component of the constitutional framework of the European
Union, although they will be deprived of the possibility ofblocking the
pursuit of the common objectives.

The United Kingdom offers a privileged point of observation
for a discussion of these issues not only because it is a prominent
Nation State and a model of very mature political society, but also
because it has been thus far a forceful opponent to European Union.
This opposition is largely rooted in the history of the relationship
between the UK and the European continent. The intellectual
posture on which it is based, however, is not consistent with the
heritage of the Scottish philosophy.

In what follows, I shall attempt to argue and support these
main, but so far brief, arguments.

II. Looking at the terminology

4. The notions of European Union and Nation State have been
central to the European and world history over the last two centuries.
Napoleon almost unifiedEurope and at the same time spread within
it the seeds from which the djmastic States of the Ancien Regime
became modem Nation States, and new national states were formed
in Germany and Italy. To a certain extent also, the twoWorldWars of
the 20th Century could be seen as attempts to 'unite' Europe by force.
The victory of the UK-USA-USSR alliance not only overcame that
threat, but also 'rescued' Nation States and re-established a world
order based on the equilibrium of power. Even while war was still
raging, however, the idea and the political action towards a different
European order started to develop.

Ever since the process of peaceful unificationwas launched in
continental Europe after WorldWar II,the notions of European Union
and Nation State have been the objects of intense confroversy. As
these notions are far from clear cut, the first step towards a rational
discussion must consist of looking into the terminology and trjdng to
clarifythe semantics.Someidees regues maybe shaken by this exercise.

5. 'Union' is perhaps the most problematic notion, because it is
ambivalent in more than one respect. It should be noted, in the first
place, that 'union' is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary, as



both 'the act of uniting', and the 'state of being united'. Hence it
means both a processand the outcome ofit.Moreover, union implies
equality as well as diversity, oneness and plurality, it spans from the
extreme of'unit, unique' (the elementary particle) to that of'universe'
(the heterogeneous and diversified whole, or total).

In the political and constitutional field, the terms 'union' and
'united' have been historically used to indicate the creation of a
political entity out of a plurality of different components.The word
was used with reference to the Provinces of the Netherlands (united
in 1579), the Parliament of England and Wales and that of Scotland
(united in 1707), the States of America (united in 1789), or the
Nations of the World(united in 1945). Theseexamplesalso show that
the political constructs, for which the word has been used,
themselves span from a single small state to the terraqueous globe.

In the process of European integration, the word'Community'
(ratherthan union) wasused to define the object of the three treaties
stipulated in the 1950s to deal with coal and steel, defence, and the
economy. In the Treaty language, the term tmion appears only rather
late, when the Treaty of Maastricht complements the original
economic objective set by the Treaty of Rome (the Community) with
those ofa common foreign and security policy, and a co-operation on
justice and home affairs. A three pillar structure was then created,
which was called the 'Union'. It should be noted that in the new
constitutional architecture the word 'union' is used for the loose
whole, while its tight part is still called 'Community.

6. 'Nation' - the second termforwhich we need the dictionary -
is, as the definition says, a 'community ofpeople of mainly common
descent, history, language, etc. forming a state or inhabiting a
territorj^. The Latin root of the word is nascere, to be bom. The
'mainly^ and the 'etc.' that appear in the definition immediately
reveal a degree of fuzziness. V\^thout wanting to enter into the
debate whether the nation should be conceived of as a constructed,
'imagined community*, as some have claimed, or whether such a
feeling ofbelonging represents a primordial quality, it is obvious that
the 'nation' continues to be a problematic concept. Forinstance,there
exists no group ofpeople for which descent, or language, or history,
is 'common' to the pointofidentifying clear boundaries withrespect
to other groups of people. Descent and history are, in several



respects, common to much wider groups of people than those
forming traditional nations. Similarly, the about 6000 languages that
have been counted on earth are about 30 times more numerous than

the 200 sovereign states. The ultimate difficulty does not lie in the
existence of diversity, but rather in the non-existence of equality.

7. Even the word 'state' raises questions that immediately
obscure the glossy clarity of the notion. When it defines the state as
'an organised political community under one government', the
dictionary, accepting the legacy of absolutism reinforced by
Jacobinism, refers to the case in which political power is entirely
concentrated. As such, the definition does not correspond to the
reality of most political systems. Even in countries such as France or
Great Britain, where the centralised tradition has been strongest,
local governments exist below the state government. However, as
long as no power exists above the state, it can be said that the state
retains an ultimate power that is, in a significant sense, absolute and
unbounded, not least since it can enforce its sovereign rights given
its monopoly over the legitimate use of force.

As the components (i.e. the nation and the state) are
problematic, so is the composite - although perhaps a bit less so -
i.e. the concept of'Nation State'. In a pure form a Nation State would
be a political organisation in which power is concentrated at one
level of government, and citizens share 'common descent, history,
language etc.'. In the 19th Century the belief grew in Europe that
order and peace would be established in the world if nations and
states were made to coincide, i.e. if people belonging to the same
nation were allowed self-government through the creation of their
own state. The 20th Century has seen the form of the Nation State
spread outside Europe and become the standard model of political
organisation throughout the world. Still today, there are those who
contend that a complete and comprehensive application of the
principle of national self-determination would avoid violent
conflicts. However, two World Wars and hundreds of local wars, as
well as the inherent problems in the concepts of nation and state,
have shattered the belief that the coincidence of state and nation was
the magic formula to achieve order and peace. The geographical,
ethnical and cultural boundaries of nations are almost impossible to
trace. Moreover, and more importantly, total, or even ultimate, power



of the state may at best bring order and peace inside the state, but
not among states. Darwinian anarchy and permanent insecurity
would characterise the relationship between fully sovereign Nation
States just as they characterised the relationship between individuals
before the advent of the rule of law.

8. Finally, the notion of Europe is far from non-controversial. We
do not know precisely where Eiu-ope ends on the east and south-east.
If we take the Mediterranean Sea as its natural southern border, we
disregard the fact that 'common historjr' of the Mediterranean region
is, in some respects, the very cradle of Europe.The map of Europe
would be different depending on whether its frontiers are drawn with
geographical, religious, cultural, or political criteria. Forthe European
Community the question 'where does Europe end?' did not arise for
the many decades in which only a few countries were members and
the iron curtain extended well inside any definition of Europe.
Nowadays,however,it has become a thorny question.

9. The lesson we should draw from this glance at the dictionary
is one of openness and equanimity in approaching a subject that
touches deep feelings and ideas. The debate about 'Europe and the
Nation State' easily heats up also among persons with rational
attitudes towards private and public affairs. Even in a coimtry such
as the United Kingdom, which for so many continental Europeans
represents the outstanding model of civilised and mature political
debate, the discussion about this particularsubjectis oftenemotional
and marred by a disproportionate degree of peremptoriness. But if
the key words of the subject - union, nation, state and even Europe
- are themselves complex and ambiguous, weshouldbe prudent and
humblein formulating our ideas, and very careful to avoid prejudice
and dogmatism when readmg the facts.As the Mission Statement of
The David Hume Institute says so well, we should be committed to
a special effort of 'never con^sing "is" with "ought"'.

III. Economic Union and the Nation State

10. A discussion about the European Union and the Nation State
necessarily starts from the economic side because for decades this
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was the predominant, albeit not the exclusive, content of the
European construct. The key objective set in 1957 by the Treaty of
Rome was to establish what came to be named the 'four freedoms',
i.e. free circulation of goods, services, persons and capital. In spite
of the relatively modest label of 'common market', a few examples
suffice to show how far-reaching such an objective was. When the
Treaty was signed, citizens and firms of the signatory countries did
not fully enjoy the four freedoms within their own countries. In the
United States the provision of banking services across state frontiers
was prohibited until about ten years ago. In the 50s an Italian citizen
could not freely establish residence in a municipality of his choice
within the country. The programme of the four freedoms thus widely
surpassed the field of international relations, to reach deeply into
that of national, or domestic, economic orders.

The Treaty of Rome acknowledged that a common market
postulates not only the freedom to take part in the market, but also
the rule of law for the market-place. Actually, in modem Nation
States a significant portion of the total Corpus Juris concerns
economic activity and both political debate and government action
are largely devoted to economic matters. In the United States the
intervention in the economy by Congress and the Administration
grew over two centuries out of the single, rather short, clause of the
Constitution that grants freedom for interstate commerce.

11. In order to create a single market in Europe, an enormous task
had to be accomplished. Almost the totality of national legislation
regarding economic matters had to be re-written. This task consisted,
by definition, of limiting the sovereignty(i.e. the unbounded right and
capacity to take autonomous decisions) of the Nation State in the
governance of the economy. Indeed the task could only be fulfilled at
the Community level, where the four freedoms were deemed to
apply, not at the lower, national level. This required an authority
placed above the Nation States in the three, classic government
functions of the legislature, the executive and the judiciary. In
particular, what made the adoption of the single market legislation
eventually possible was a massive shift from the unanimity to the
majority rule in economic matters introduced by an amendment of
the Treaty of Rome (the so-called Single European Act, Luxembourg
1986). Only this change enabled the EC to implement the vast



legislative programme that the unanimity rule had kept stalling for
years.

The difference between a unanimity rule and a majority rule
cannot be over-emphasised. Supra-nationality begins where the
unanimity rule ends. Only then is it recognised that there is a
common good shared by a wider community than the Nation State
and that no single member has the right to impede the achievement
of that good.

12. Especially in the 1980s and 1990s, the creation and
management of the single market has not been a static re
arrangement whereby a group of countries simply harmonised, and
then started to share, economic legislation. It has been, instead, a
powerful driver of economic reforms within member states. Without
doubt, this owed much to a new and powerful concomitant
movement towards market principles. However, it was also due to
the progressive discovery (and this is a lesson for policy makers and
political economists alike) of how far-reaching were the implications
of implementing the four freedoms in full. For most member
countries (I shall comment on the United Kingdom in a moment) the
re-orientation of economic policies towards more competition, less
state intervention, greater reliance on market mechanisms and
private incentives, has been crucially linked to the re-launching of
the single market programme.

When this programme began to be implemented in a
thorough manner, the role of Brussels in promoting economic
reform, while respecting the limits of EC competencies as assigned
by the Treaty, extended into fields that had not previously been
expected. For example, financial markets and institutions were
profoundly reformed by the advent of full capital mobility combined
with the freedom to provide banking and other financial services
throughout the area. Privatisation policies were promoted, in spite of
the neutral attitude taken by the Treaty of Rome on the issue of
private or public ownership, by the more rigorous attitude adopted
by the Commission in exercising its functions in the field of
competition. The same happened for the liberalisation and, later,
privatisation of public utilities, which used to be bastions of public
ownership, protection and social use of productive processes. More
generally, Colbertian policies of creating and supporting national
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champions, which had been for long a key component of the activity
of the Nation State were set on a declining path, although they have
certainly not disappeared.

13. An efficient allocation of economic resources to be pursued
mainly, albeit not exclusively (think of the Common Agricultural
Policy), through the establishment of the four freedoms has by no
means been the only achievement of the European Union in the
economic field. When read with an economist's eye, it appears that
the original draft of the Treaty of Rome already spanned over the full
taxonomy of the economic policy functions of the Nation State. It
dealt not only with allocation, but also with re-distribution and
stabilisation or - to phrase it in terms of objectives - with equity and
stability, in addition to efficiency. The work done to implement the
Treaty, and to repeatedly amend it, further developed the EU policies
directed towards equity and stability, two objectives that have
assumed a growing importance in the economic agenda of
governments during the 20th Century.

The re-distribution of economic resources is based on a

principle of equity, or solidarity, which is typical of a national
community. Within countries, support of the efforts of the less-
developed regions to catch up has become a task of the central
government especially after World War I. This same task has been
partially entrusted to the EC from the outset, and developed over
time. The instruments have been the so-called structural funds of the

EC, the borrowing and lending activity of the European Investment
Bank and, more recently, the Cohesion Fund. The remarkable
economic successes of Ireland, Portugal and Spain owe much to
these policies.

14. As to stability, its pursuit did not feature prominently in the
Treaty of Rome, which confined itself to rather generic provisions on
the commitment to 'regard exchange rate policies as a matter of
common interest' (art. 124) and to 'co-ordinate economic policies'
(art. 99). In the mid-1950s this was deemed sufficient because other
powerful instruments were in place, first and foremost - in the
monetary field - the dollar-based fixed exchange rate system
founded at Bretton Woods. As to the budgetary field, public sector
deficits did not seem to threaten overall economic stability as much
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as they were to do in the 1970s and afterwards. The situation and
attitudes changed, however, when price and exchange rate instability
began to appear and public sector deficits to widen, while, at the
same time, implementation of the four freedoms gained momentum.

Seen from a narrow economic point of view, the decision to
complement the single market with a single currency originated
from the recognition of two facts. First, that the order of a single
market could not be preserved without a degree of macroeconomic
stability, and, second, that overall stability could not be enduringly
achieved if each country acted independently. Thus, also in the
monetary field the transition from an international regime, based on
an exchange rate rule, to a domestic regime, based on a single
currency and a single central bank, had become necessary. Of course,
the significance of the single cxurencygoes much beyond this narrow
economic explanation, because issuing the currency was, and had
been since the most ancient times, a key prerogative of sovereignty
and as such, in modem times, a key function of the Nation State.

15. The United Kingdom has held a special position and played a
special role in these developments. I do not refer here to the original
British opposition to the Treaty of Rome nor to the preference, over
the ambitious project of a European Economic Community, for a
more traditional free-trade area. Rather I refer to the proactive role
that Mrs Thatcher, as UK Prime Minister, and Lord Cockfield, as the
EU Commissioner in charge of the internal market, played in the
actual implementation of the central objective set by the Treaty of
Rome. For decades, prior to Mrs. Thatcher's accession to power, the
support for market principles had constantly declined in major
industrial economies (and in the UK more than elsewhere). The shift
in policy she promoted in Britain was soon followed by the Reagan
administration in the USA and profoimdly changed the intellectual
climate in many countries. In the European continent, however, it
spread only gradually and mainly via the new impetus provided by
her. As to Lord Cockfield, he was the person who did most, from
Brussels, to design and implement the strategy for actually achieving
the objective. Under his primary direction, the 1985White Paper on
the internal market was issued and the method was defined of

combining a minimum harmonisation with the mutual recognition of
national norms. Without his relentless pressure, the enormous task
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of preparing, approving and implementing over 300 directives
probably would have failed.

If, however, we turn our attention from economic to political
principles, and look at the implementation of the single market and
the single currency from the point of view of the relationship
between the EU and the Nation State, the UKposition appears in a
different light. The UK approval of the Single European Act in 1985
almost looks like an accident in a strategy of determined resistance
against any limitation of the independent role of the Nation State.
First, the inter-govemmental conference that stipulated the Single
European Act was called against the vote of the British government.
Second, in subsequent years, MrsThatcher repeatedly regretted her
signature of the Single European Act as 'a mistake'. Third, her
support for Lord Cockfield did not last for long after he joined the
Commission and soon degenerated into overt disagreement and
even public criticism. Fourth, the move to the single currency was
resisted and, when the moment to sign the Maastricht Treaty came,
the 'mistake' was not repeated.

16. If we take a short digression and consider,beyond Europe and
the Nation State, the problems of the world as a whole, we see that
the European experience of establishing the four freedoms among
a group of sovereign states is quite relevant when discussing how the
globalisation of the economy should be governed. What we have
been observing in the last decades is the emergence of a world
market with very little rule of law, and very little authority to grant
not only the freedoms but also the rights and obligations of its
participants. Now,as we have seen, the European Union provides the
example of a group of nations who have developed in parallel the
freedom and the rule of the market. The Euro has a special
significance in this respect because it brings the creation of a unified
market to the ultimate conclusion of providing that market with a
single currency. As noted above, the four freedoms have been
implemented by establishing elements of a domestic economic order
in what was previously a system of international relations. And the
addition of the single currency represents the completion of such a
process.
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17. Can we say that economic and monetary union has brought
about the end of the Nation State in the economic field? My answer
is as follows; no, it has not, but it has led to a profound
transformation of its role and significance. Let me explain this
answer by looking at each of its two components, change and
continuity.

There are two fundamental reasons that would lead one to
answer with a 'yes'. First, now there is indeed a power superior to
the power of the states. Second, now there is a market space that is
larger than the territory of each participating state. If imbounded
power and territorial coincidence between the polity and the
economy were to be seen as the very essence of the Nation State,
then we should conclude that EMU marks the end of the Nation

State in the economic field at least. These two features have been,
gradually and peacefully, taken over by the Eiuropean Union.

If I nwertheless think that the answer is 'no', it is because,
important as they are, these two features are not so essential to the
Nation State as to make it disappear with their own disappearance.
Although they have been important features of the Nation State in a
particular period of history, they could be - like other features such
as limited suffrage or lack of the separation of powers - abandoned
in the search for better human conditions. Indeed, our consultation
of the dictionaryhas shown that, even before the creation of the EU,
modem Nation States already failed to correspond, in their reality, to
the pure definition because government functions had ceased (if
they ever did) to be entirely concentrated at one level.

In the system created by the Treaty, the member states are
an essential component of the institutional mechanism, even more
than the States of the United States of America or the Lander of
the German Federation. Indeed the overall mechanics could not
function if the Nation State cogwheel was taken out. The advent of
the European Union brings to an end the absolute economic power
of the Nation State, but in no way does it cancel altogether the
economic role of member states, liie saliency of the Nation State
in economic governance is also rooted to a great extent in the
'power of the purse'. The modem welfare states in the European
Union continue to administer some 40% of national income for the
purposes of redistribution and the provision of public goods -
which, in tum, generates popular allegiance to the Nation State.
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IV. Political Union and the Nation State

18. Let me now move from the economy to the polity. In the
European construction, the word 'union' only came to the centre of
the stage when political union was put high on the agenda, i.e. with
the 1990-91 inter-govemmental conference that led to the Maastricht
Treaty. Before then, the word had been timidly inserted in the Treaty
in brackets, in a new chapter on Economic Policy Co-operation
adopted in 1986. As is well known, the Maastricht Treaty originates
from the combination of two objectives: first, moving to a single
currency and, second, bringing the European process into the field of
a political union. The former objective took the form of an
amendment to the Treaty of Rome, the latter the form of additions
paralleling the Treaty of Rome. The name of European Union was
then adopted to designate the resulting three-pillar construction
concerning the European Community (with the single market and
the single currency at the core), the Common Foreign and Security
Policy, and the Co-operation in Justice and Home affairs (including
immigration, police co-operation, etc.), respectively.

Although neither the Maastricht Treaty nor the debate
surrounding it has provided an accepted definition of political
union, it is possible to extract the notion that was, and largely still is,
implicit in the debate. It seems fair to refer it to a twofold meaning
of the term 'political'. First, political as opposed to economic: the EC
was not a political union because its field of competence was the
economy rather than defence, security, foreign policy etc. Second,
political as opposed to technical: the EC was not a political union
because its decisions resulted from technocratic bargaining,
obscured by jargon and removed from public scrutiny, rather than
from a genuine political process.

This implicit notion, and hence the issue of political union
versus the Nation State, is not problem-free. I will deal with it by
considering two questions. First, do we already have a political union
in Europe? Second, what form could a European political union
conceivably take?

19. To the first question the answer I suggest departs from the
customary straightforward 'no'. I affirm that what we have is a partial
political union. Let me begin by illustrating the elements of a
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political union that we already have and then explairung why such
elements, important as they are, do not suffice to form a full political
union.

The first important element, drawn from the earlier part of this
lecture, is that setting the key policy guidelines in the economic,
monetary and financial field has already become a competence of
the Union. As described above, the legislation concerning products
and markets mainly originates in Brussels. Competition policy is a
prerogative of the European Commission. Budgetary policies, albeit
national, are subject to a more binding rule (established by the
Maastricht Treaty and the Stability and Growth Pact) than those
existing for German Lander or States of the USA. There is a single
currency and monetary policy decisions are the responsibility of the
Eixropean Central Bank. In most member countries all these matters
had previously constituted a major portion in the exercise of political
power. This is still the case in the United States, Canada and Japan,
to mention just the other members of the G7. How could it be denied
that the European Union, to which these functions are now assigned,
is indeed, in this respect, a political construct?

The second element is that the legislative, executive and
judiciary actions undertaken by the EU in order to establish the four
freedoms have gone far beyond the piurely economic field.
Immigration, health protection, cultural matters (e.g. import or export
of arts), education (e.g. recognition of degrees and professional
qualifications), environmental issues, and security matters are among
the most relevant fields where incursions have been made by the EU
as a corollary of its economic competencies. Indeed, none of these
fields could have been totally neglected if the rule of the market had to
be established in parallel with the freedom of it. These incursions,
which were normal practice when the legislator was national, are not
due to the fact that governments exceed their competencies (although
they sometimes do), but are due to the deeper reason that the
economic and non-economic aspects of life are rarely separable. Be
that as it may, the EU has gone a long way in exerting political power in
fields that are not exclusively economic.

And the third reason is that the establishment of the four

freedoms has required - as noted before - setting up a state-like
institutional system.The allegedly technocratic character of European
institutions is often criticised and it is often invoked to deny the
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legitimacy of EU competencies or to refuse their further extension.
Although, as I shall point out in a moment, the criticism has a
foundation, what is too often disregarded is that the creation of a
legislative and executive capacity, an elected parliament, a judiciary
function, etc., make the EU completely different from any so-called
international organisation and endow it with state-like attributes.
Only political unions call their citizens to vote. Only political unions
issue norms that are directiy applicable to physical and legal persons
and enforceable by the courts.

20. Why then, in spite of these important elements, do I share the
view that we do not have a full political union? The reason lies in
major deficiencies that persist in the competencies, the institutions
and the politics of the Union.

As far as the competencies are concerned, the European Union
is not the depository of the ultimate authority, particularly in the
fields of internal and external security. It lacks the 'tax and spend'
powers which so foster the public allegiance to the Nation State. It
does not dispose of an autonomous power to allocate policy
competencies between the various levels of government (European,
national), since the Member States continue to be the 'Masters of the
Treaties'. It therefore lacks the key prerogatives of the state, what
have been its historical raison d'etre. The steps taken in Maastricht,
Amsterdam and afterwards in the directions of foreign and security
policy as well as in internal affairs are just a beginning, but remain
very far from tilling the gap. A reading of the political philosophers
of the 17th and 18th Century makes it clear that it was not to
consolidate and exert functions in the economic field that the theory
of the state was created and gradually implemented. The modem
state was rather created to bring a remedy to conditions of internal
and external disorder and insecurity. For the economic field, the
main prescription was that the state should keep out.

As far as its institutions are concerned, the European Union is
still not complying with the key principles that form the heritage of
western constitutionalism. First and foremost, the majority principle
is not fully applied. The majority principle has a fundamental
importance because with unanimity it is by definition impossible to
pursue any meaningful notion of general interest, i.e. a notion that
represents more than the smallest common denomination of the
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manifold particular interests. Second, power should be based on the
will of the people, and result, directly or indirectly, from a popular
vote. In recent years progress has been made to correct what is called
the 'democratic deficit of the EU. Already now, for instance, the
Commission can take office only after winning a vote of confidence
by the European Parliament, which is the typical procedure of
parliamentary democracies. And the area in which so-called co-
decision by the European Parliament is required has considerably
expanded. The deficit, however, persists. In the EU, it is still possible
to adopt legislation without a positive vote by the European
Parliament, something that would not be conceivable in any of the
democratic coimtries we know. The third principle is the
equilibrium of powers in the EU. Although an evolution is clearly
underway, the various institutions of the Union certainly do not have
yet an equilibrium of power similar to that we see inside countries.

Finally, from the point of view of politics, the life-blood of
politics - which is public debate and power struggle - is not yet
circulating in the veins and arteries of the EU body because the EU
is not yet the main theatre of party contest in Europe. A peculiar
contradiction persists between the national character of such contest
and the increasingly European character of both problems and
solutions. The illusion that national governments can provide
solutions to problems that increasingly exceed the national
dimension is, let me note incidentally, an important aspect of a crisis
of politics in Europe. Here too, however, a change is underway, just
as we have seen for the competencies and the institutions, although
the change is often little noticed. For instance, choosing affiliation in
parliamentary groups of the Strasbourg Parliament plays an
important role in the definition of party positions in their home
countries on key issues such as democracy, human rights, market
principles or European integration itself. Moreover, the Treaty has an,
as yet, un-exploited potential for further development of a European
political life, for example by linking more closely the outcome of the
European election with the concomitant choice of the new President
of the Commission. It should be remembered, in this respect, that in
the United States the only truly national electoral event is the
Presidential election.

To conclude, the EU is not yet a political union, partly because
it lacks the full morphology of a political union in terms of
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competencies and constitutional profile, and partly because the
behaviour of the relevant political organisations, institutions and
public opinions is not that of a political union, even when it could.
Such behaviour remains plastered to the Nation State context, even
when the realities have moved on. Many organs and functions of a
political union are already present, some quite developed, others still
in an embryonic stage. The whole body, however, still lacks the will
power to stand up and walk.

21. This conclusion leads into the second question: what kind of
political union should be envisaged (i.e. considered possible and
desirable) for the European Union? The homogeneous centralised
character of a modem Nation State can hardly be the model for the
European Union. The process whereby Nation States have achieved
uniformity of language, legislation, and (frequently also of) religion
took many centuries and was forged by means of coercion that have
subsequently been banned from the instruments of politics. In many
cases the wounds of forced national integration are still open, as is
shown by the claims of regional autonomy that have recently
developed in several of the oldest Eiu-opean Nation States,
sometimes even recurring to violence.

Nationhood will not be the basis for the creation of a European
state, in the way it has been the basis for the creation of the Italian
and German states in the 19th Century. Much more realistic would
be to envisage constitutional citizenship and what political philosophy
calls a federation. I know that this word lies today in a terminological
minefield and qualifies its users as dangerous enemies of the Nation
State. But let me say clearly that this is only due to the current debate
being grossly and regrettably ignorant of the language of political
philosophy. In the latter, 'federal' defines a constitutional system in
which several states share, for affairs of common interest, a common
government. The components (variously called states. Lander,
provinces, or cantons) remain independent in the conduct of their
own affairs, with powers derived from the people, not delegated
from the centre. The union is based on a covenant (foedus, hence the
word federal), not on subordination or ethnicity. The word was
adopted in the North-American political debate of the 17th and 18th
centuries leading to the 1789 Constitution and applied to Europe by
British thinkers (the great Scotsman, Lord Lothian, among them) at
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the beginning of the 20th Century. It is thus particularly
disappointing that, in the political debate over the future of Europe,
the same word came, over recent decades, to represent its opposite,
the spectre of a centralised European super-state. And it is an ironic
requital for such conceptual distortion that the big victory claimed by
those who abhorred the word 'federal' consisted of inserting -
instead of 'federal union' - the much more ambiguous and
dangerous expression 'ever-closer union' in Article 1 of Treaty of
Maastricht.

The profound historical and cultural diversities among and
within European nations and the non-repressive character of
modem democratic states suggest that the federal form is the only
way in which Europe can possibly unite. Strong impulses towards
unification have emerged all along European history, in spite of
profound diversities and deeply felt localism. They were surely due
to the expansionist ambitions of state rulers, but there were also
common roots and mutual influences in science, culture and social
habits, while ethnic distinctions were blurred by migrations and
invasions. Seen in this light, the century-long struggles for extending
domination over the continent by one or another state may appear as
a quest for union. For centuries, this quest used force as the
instrument and the centralised state as the model. Only in the last
fifty years did that quest turn to legal and democratic decisions as
the instnmient and to the federal model.

I shall not stray into the question of which particular tj^e of
federal structure can be envisaged for a European Union. A simple
comparison between the United States, Switzerland, Canada,
Australia - to cite just a few examples - illustrates a great variety of
possible configurations. The dividing line between the affairs of the
Union and those of the components, the procedures for selecting and
controlling the central government, and the administrative structure
can all be designed in many different ways. I confine myself to
observing that the European integration process has so far devised a
model of its own, and will probably continue to do so.

22. Would Nation States disappear in an EU that has evolved from
a partial to a full, federally-organised, political union? Contrary to
the view expounded by both defenders of the status quo and
advocates of outright supra-nationalism, political union would not
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mark the end of the Nation State. Nation States would undoubtedly
undergo a profound transformation, one of the biggest they have
experienced over the centuries. They would, however, not disappear.
Let me explain these two points.

First, the transformation. This consists in depriving the Nation
State of its absolute power. Obviously, by extending its competence
and eliminating the situations in which unanimity applies, political
union would entail the creation of a higher level of sovereignty and
hence a diminution of specific prerogatives of the member states.
More importantly Nation States would lose, over and above precise
tasks and competencies, the absolute character of their power. This is
the key change, because the principle that there is no authority to
which they are themselves subject has been a, indeed perhaps the,
fundamental feature of their constitution. And for so long has this
feature been their touchstone, that its loss is seen by many as the end
of the Nation State itself. To some, Montesquieu's theory of the
separation of powers in the 17th Century, or equally the cry for
democracy in the 18th and 19th centuries, must have appeared no
less deadly threats to the state. Those past experiences too, however,
represented a transformation, not the dissolution, of the state.

Today, the adversaries of a European Federal Union are not
defending the Nation State. In point of fact, they defend its absolute
character, just as those who strenuously opposed the separation of
powers or universal suffrage were not defenders of the state, they
were only defenders of a particular historical form of the state, one
that no longer corresponded to the needs of the citizens and the
principles of the time.

Second, the continuity. That the Nation State will not perish
with the end of its absolutism is suggested by various considerations.
If the principles of federalism were correctly applied, competence
would shift to the Union only for the provision of those public goods
that cannot be attained by the Nation State, i.e. goods that are union-
wide rather than state-wide (the first and most important of them
being, of course, internal and external peace). The game would thus
have a positive sum, not a zero sum, and what member states would
relinquish is, to a large extent, an illusory power.

If the transfer of power is nevertheless strongly resisted, it is
for understandable reasons. For one thing, the inertia of habits and
the deep roots of ideological ways of thinking may mislead the
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judgement of citizens and organised interests. Moreover, those who
are entrusted with the public functions of the Nation State suffer the
loss of symbols and tinsels of authority, regardless of their being void
of substance. In reality, however, political union would largely
restore, not transfer, sovereignty.

Even after acquiring state-like features, the EU would be a
union of many nations, languages and historical traditions, more
akin to the Roman Empire than to Nation States. Nation States are
the strongest, albeit not the oldest, political construct in Europe. They
are the outcome of an evolution of political orders that through the
centuries has encompassed all strata of society and all fields of
human activity. Under their aegis, violence has virtually disappeared
from vast territories, language has become common to millions of
people, culture has widened its horizon, and economic activity has
flourished. In a European political union, people will retain strong
allegiance and loyalty to their nation and its institutions, as entities
which embody much of their cultural heritage and civic traditions.

There is more. Not only would Nation States survive in the
culture and behaviour of people and retain full competence for a
broad range of policy functions, they would also play, as members of
the union, a crucial role in the mechanism whereby the Union exerts
its own competencies. As is already the case for the economic union,
i.e. the field where unification went farthest, the EU is constructed in
a way that makes member states an essential link between the Union
and the people. It could be said that the EU not only accepts member
states, it also supports the nations. By granting peace it eliminates the
risk of conquest and external aggression and allows the diversity of
national traditions, languages, and cultures to be preserved. By
eliminating this risk it also helps removing what has been, through
history, a major cause of oppression and intolerance within the most
civilised nations.

23. The need to avoid excessive centralisation would not vanish

with the choice of a federal model. The history of the United States,
for example, suggests that, even in a federally-structured state,
competencies may be gradually sucked up by the highest level of
power. Even the so-called Reagan revolution has only marginally
corrected the secular drift towards the federal government. Thus the
following question arises: how could a European federation avoid
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that very excessive centralisation that is feared by its adversaries?
The answer lies in the principle of subsidiarity.

The principle, as we know, states that higher levels of
government should only be entrusted with tasks that cannot be
fulfilled at lower levels. The rationale for government functions to be
entrusted to the lowest possible level can be summarised as follows.
The only holder of total political power is the citizen, the people
being 'the sovereign'. Government only exercises political power on
behalf of the citizen, and therefore should always hold a partial power
and stay as close as possible to the citizen. Federalism, like the
tradition of political liberalism of which it is a branch, is based on the
principle that government interference with individual freedom
should be kept to a minimum. Government functions should be
lifted up only when the assigned objective is unachievable at a lower
level.

In a constitutional system ensuring full implementation of
subsidiarity, one would not see a one-way movement of
competencies from lower to higher levels of government, but rather
a bi-directional linkage with periodic adjustment of the assignment
of competencies, always to the appropriately lowest level. There
would be phases in which the authority of the centre grows relative
to the components, and phases in which the components grow
relative to the centre. The Section of the movement would depend
on the needs, on the evolution of the conviction of people, and on the
ability of political organisations to represent their views.

Turning to the EU, the word 'subsidiarity' entered its
constitution with the Maastricht Treaty, when an article (now article
5) was inserted to state that'... the Community shall take action, in
accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and insofar as
the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved
by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or
effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community.'
Since then, subsidiarity has become one of the key concepts in the
debate about the future of the Union.

24. While bringing to an end the absolute power of the Nation
State means limiting its power from above, limitation from below is
also an issue.

The process of political union itself has probably stimulated
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the demand for local autonomies and fostered the sub-national

government structures of many member states. Greater awareness
has in fact developed of how local identities and traditions could be
preserved in a diversified and peaceful single framework. And pre
existing sub-national levels of government, such as the German
Lander, which were used to dealing with only one, and not too
distant, 'central' government, weary as they were of Brussels being
added to the existing influences of the national capital, claimed
extra guarantees from their central governments. What Scotland is
now experimenting with, new as it may be for the United Kingdom,
is only a recent example of a long European trend. Even France
seems now to be following a similar course with Corsica. Spain
had preceded both France and the UK by granting extensive
(including linguistic) autonomy to the Basque country, Cataluna
and Galicia. So did Belgium in the 1970s and 1980s. And Italy,
which had adopted the French centralised model when it
constructed its unitary state in the 19th Century, moved even
earlier, by granting special powers to Sicily and other regions right
after becoming a republic, and has recently extended important
autonomy to all its 20 regions.

Paradoxically, regional tensions seem to be more acute, and
limitation from below seems to be more pronounced, in the oldest
and centralised European Nation Statesbuilt by the great monarchic
dynasties than in relatively recent states, whose existence was more
directiy derivedfrom the idea of nationhood. This may be due to the
fact that in the latter countries there is less deep-seated resentment
at the ancient coercion and repression associated with the unification
of those other countriesin a distantpast.It may, however, alsobe due
to the fact that for the monolithically-organised dynastic states the
break with tradition brought about by the European process has
been sharper, and this sharp break may have triggered stronger
secondary effects. The expression 'Nation State', we should not
forget, is the combination of two very different elements, belonging
to the spheres of cultural life and political organisation respectively.
Italians, for instance, have had a century-long perception that Italy
was a single entity in terms of culture, civilisation, commonality of
language and history. Yet, they had no Italian state, and even the
word 'nation' was used, as recently as 200 years ago, to indicate the
regions of the peninsula, not its totality.
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25. In conclusion, a European political union is compatible with
the continuity of the NationState. It is a transformation that deprives
it of its alleged and largely illusory absolute power. In a political
union, sovereignty, i.e. the command over public affairs, will be
enhanced rather than suppressed and freedom will at the same time
grow, because the exercise of power will be modulated according to
the profile and nature of such affairs. In the Union, the Nation State
will increasingly be an intermediate layer between the sub-national
and the supranational layer of government. If subsidiarity is correctly
applied, the risk for it to be emptied of its functions by the combined
sucking of sub-national and supranational governments is, to my
mind, quite remote. On the contrary, having become an essential
cogwheel of the Union and having been freed from promises it could
not fulfil, the Nation State would strengthen its functionality and
become more credible.

This process has already started and will proceed, if it so does,
gradually. After all, political arrangements have never been static,
and even the identification of milestones is often difficult. The 'act of

uniting' in which Europe is engaged undoubtedly has remarkable
special features, that range from the weight of national histories and
traditions, to the peaceful and transparent character of the
unification process.

V. The United Kingdom and the EU

28. I come now to the fourth and, speaking here in Edinburgh,
most delicate part of the subject, the relationship between the UK
and the EU. You will understand, I am sure, the caution with which
I approach a subject, which is sensitive throughout Europe, but
particularly in this country.

On the continent, just as in this country, the relationship
between the UK and the EU is marked by a tension between
different states of mind. Among continental Europeans there is often
a tension between desire and frustration that I will try to describe
before turning to discuss UK attitudes.

On the continent, the desire of many advocates of a united
Europe is to see the unification process benefit in full from the
inheritance of political wisdom and civic virtues that your country
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has built up over the centuries and has offered to human civilisation
as an enduring example. This is the country where, as in ancient
Greece and Rome, the art of government has flourished with greatest
strength and continuity in modem times. Here (and notably here in
Scotland) the political philosophers of the Age of Enlightenment
thought and taught the principles that inspire the constitutions of
our democracies. In no other country has the ground for important
political decisions been so carefully prepared through open and
mature public debate. Fresh experiences of dictatorships remind
many, perhaps most, continental Europeans that Great Britain is the
country where political liberties were never threatened and which,
therefore, stood as the refuge for their own liberties. From London,
Charles de Gaulle called on the French people to resist invasion and
the exiled governments of the Netherlands, Poland, Norway,
Czechoslovakia or Yugoslavia set their seat in the same city. 'Radio
Londra' was secretly listened to by millions of Italians as the voice of
hope and freedom dxuing World War II.You can hardly imagine how
acutely an extra dose of British pragmatism and common sense is
missed in the often too ideological and too formalistic quarrels and
procedures of the EU.

There are, however, also the frustrations and regrets of seeing
how persistently the act of uniting Europe remains alien to both the
elites and the generality of the population in this country. The
aspiration of ensuring that the construction of a politically-united
Europe should benefit from the British political outlook, is
recurrently disappointed by what appears, to many continental
Europeans, as a sudden and unexpected burst of irrationality arising
in the very homeland of political rationalism. Hence the frustration
and the regret.

29. Let me draw a rather subjective picture of the relationship
between the UK and the EU,but perhaps one not far from that of many
continental Europeans, and even of some Britons. As this relationship
is deeply-rooted in the long-standing political experience
accumulated by the country, I shall start from the legacy of history.

So far, I have talked as if all Nation States were alike. In
reality, of course, they are not. Each has its unique history, tradition
and attitudes. Each country's attitude towards the EU has unique
features that depend on its history and culture. The combination of
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the strong preference for more advanced integration, with a certain
lack of effectiveness in the day-to-day EU game, that characterises
the position of Italy vis-a-vis the European Union, for instance, is
rooted in the combination of the universalistic tradition of the

Roman heritage, the Catholic Church, and the Renaissance with the
legacy of a century-long political division, and even subordination, to
foreign powers. Similarly, Spain has seen its participation in the
European process as a remedy to an isolation from the main course
of European history that had lasted for more than a century, as well
as a way to consolidate its newly restored democracy after the death
of Franco. For the UK one can, in my view, identiJFy at least three
features of the historical legacy influencing present British attitudes
towards the unification of Europe.

30. The first refers to the UK as a Nation State itself. You certainly
know that many people on the continent still use the words England,
Britain, Great Britain, United Kingdom in a fully-interchangeable
fashion, and would be often incapable to explain the differences
between them. There is no other country in Europe that shares a
similar peculiarity and this tells much about the special history of the
United Kingdom as a Nation State and the particular attitude of UK
political and cultural circles towards the prospect of European
political union. Like other states created by the great monarchies in
Europe, the 'union' of the United Kingdom has a dynastic origin and
for a long time has preserved the identity and separateness of its
components (the Scottish Parliament in Edinburgh, home rule for
Northern Ireland, etc.).

The transformation of the dynastic union into a single
centralised government and a unified administrative structure has
been accompanied by cultural oppression and the repression of local
identities. It has met fierce resistance and left deep resentments that
are not yet extinguished. The 'nation', the 'demos' - meaning by that
the commonality of culture, tradition and even ethnic homogeneity -
were not recognised as a pre-existing reality justifying the creation of
a single state and indeed often did not exist at all. Rather, they were
a creature, and sometimes a forced one, of the single state. The
concept of the 'nation', used today as an argument to deny the
possibility of a European state, has been a seal imposed upon the
reality of the centralised state in a later stage, largely under the
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influence of the Romantic movement. Among the great Nation States
of Europe, the United Kingdom is characterised by the complexities
and even the ambiguities of this process. It is not surprising that
British attitudes towards European unification (particularly at the
centre of the Kingdom) reflect the features of the process of its own
unification, namely the fear that Brussels might come to dominate
the Member States much in the same way as London came to
dominate Edinburgh, Cardiff or Belfast.

31. The second feature is the special relationship between the UK
and the continent. For centuries, the political and military history of
Europe has been marked by the successive attempts, of one or the
other of its states, to establish hegemony over the continent with
alliances, dynastic policy and the force of the arms. War and peace
alternated as the balance of power between the states was broken
and restored in this Westphalian state system. In this sequence of
events, so masterfully identified and analysed by the great German
historian Ludwig Dehio, the UK has played the special role of key
restorer of the balance of power. In the organisation of the coalition
of states that impeded the domination of one or the other of the
powers on the continent, the role of the United Kingdom has, most
of the time, been decisive. And by playing this role, Britain has
protected the weak and built its own strength. On the smaller Italian
scale, Venice played much the same role for centuries, with the
Catholic Church acting in the same direction. Through a masterful
use of both diplomatic and military arms it successfully impeded the
creation of political union among the Italian small states. Like Venice,
Britain, as an insular power, was naturally protected from invasion,
had its main interests on the sea, and felt threatened by the rise of
an hegemonic state on the continent.

Now that the continent is seeking peace and security, no
longer via the establishment of a precarious balance of power but by
peacefully and gradually uniting, the sediment of political instincts
left by historical experience reacts in opposite directions on the
continent and in the British Isles. One has sometimes the impression
that Britain reacts to the prospect of a united Eixrope very much as,
on previous occasions, it reacted to the hegemonic attempts of Philip
n, Louis XFV, Napoleon, or Hitler. The division of the continent has
been a bane for the former and an opportunity for Britain.
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32. The third feature is the imperial role of Britain, a role that no
other country has played to the same extent in the last centuries. At
the end of the 19"" Centiuy the United Kingdom was the first world
power in strategic, financial, industrial and political terms. Its rule
was spanning all the continents and seas.The key interests of the
Crown were much more with the world than with the European
continent, where the only strong interest was to avoid the emergence
ofa strong competitor. In the first half ofthe 20"* Century, however,
the country devoted the totality of its energies to serve that'strong
interesf.Germany, whose economic and political strength had risen
for some decades in the 19"' Century, emerged as the new potential
hegemony of the continent, and with the ambition to be a global
competitor.

The task of confronting Germany was so huge that the UK
never would have succeeded without the decisive contribution of its
former colony, the USA. The United Kingdom emerged from the
Second World Warhaving saved the world but exhausteditself, with
its world leadership lost and a non-delayable need to liquidate both
its imperial role and the still aristocratic structure ofits society and
political system. In many respects, however, the political culture and
talents of a significant part of the British civil service, press,
intellectual circles and political and economic elite, remained intact
and more naturally oriented to the world than to that 'small Western
peninsulaofAsia that is called Europe'. AndEnglish had become the
lingua franca of the world.

The United States, which had replaced the UK as the leading
global power, thus came to be seen as the vehicle for the
prolongation of a British role in the governance of the world's affairs.
Due to the language factor and the common tradition of political
liberties, the USA appeared as a much preferable vehicle than
continental Europe. Indeed,the European Unionhad yet to establish
its strength and at the same time was threatening national
independence much more fundamentally than the special
relationship with theUSA. Europe could atbestbe usedoccasionally,
as happened in the Balkans and in few other circumstances, and
strictly within a Nato framework.
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33. The relationship of Great Britain to the European Union
(meaning here both the actofuniting and the state of beingunited)
is thus rooted in Britain's geo-political and cultural history, and
consistent with it.

Similarly, the way both British people and British elites have
been thinking about European integration in the last decades, and
still today, can best be described with the terminology of David
Hume's philosophy. This is not just to pay tribute to mybeing here
in Edinburgh, but more particularly because I see no better way to
seek clarity and precision. In short, it is fair to say that throughout
the fifty years of the making ofthe European Union, scepticism and
empiricism have permeated British attitudes.

Scepticism, I would even say aversion, is the frequent and
instinctive reaction of a large part of the British public opinion to
each step of European integration. Scepticism, because most Britons
simply disbelieve that continental Europeans really meanwhat they
say (namely, that they want a united Eiurope) and generally assume
Europeans will never do what they say they will. And aversion,
because the deeply seated instinct in this country is to see the
unification of the continent as a threat, whereas most people on the
continent see it as the foundation of peace and order. The British
press continuously offers examples of so-called euro-scepticism, an
expression that, notbyaccident, was coined here. The sentence spelt
out by the British delegate at the Messina conference m 1955 (in
which the first plan was drawn ofwhatbecame theTreaty of Rome)
still stands out as a monument of euro-scepticism.When he decided
to leave the conference, he said'I leave because you will never agree,
and if you agree you will never implement it, and if you implement
it, it will be a disaster'.

Empiricism is the other aspect of the prevailing British mental
posture to the actofuniting Europe.This posture is soaked withanti-
idealism. And even includes a strong distaste for what appears the
shallow rhetoric and lack of consistency of the European Union, for
the fact that it often combines a high degree of formalism with a
great deal of laxity in the compliance. I remember, when I was first
in Brussels, one of my Britishfriends tellingme how unpalatable had
it been for him to learn that, in the EU jargon, the expression 'in
principle' means 'we write it down, but this does not mean we will
necessarily do it'. How great a distance from the tradition of a
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common law country that has no written constitution, a country
where 'in principle' means 'as a matter of principle'! Hence the
distaste and a degree of scorn. But empiricism also means readiness
to revise judgements and position in the light of new facts and
experience. In point of fact, those who stood in Messina did 'agree'
anddid'implement'. It took only three years before the UK presented
its first demand to join the European Community.

34. As it is natural, over decades Britain's policy towards projects
of European integration has been consistent with both the legacy of
political history and with the intellectual posture of scepticism and
empiricism.

The main pillar of this policy has been systematic opposition
to supranational solutions and maximum emphasis on, and support
to, voluntary agreements and arrangements based on consensus.As
we know, the EU constitution has, from the start, combined the two
methods of supranationalismand inter-govemmentaUsm, and it has
evolved through a gradual extension of the supranational
component. In the last resort, the crucial difference between the two
methods is the use of the majority principle or unanimity in the
decision making. The power of the Union only comes into real
existence when the Union can decide and act against the will of a
minorityof member states. Only then, the power of the Nation State
loses its absolute character and a superior interest of the Union is
recognised, one to which every member subscribes even when, on a
particular issue, its individual view of the common interest is
sacrificed. It istoresist this change and todefend theabsolute power
ofthe state that de Gaulle caused a crisis thatblocked the European
Community for about fifteen years. It is along thesame strategic line
that the UK has conducted its EU policy over the years, in spite of
repeated, and even substantial, concessions to the majority principle.

Besides this fundamental strategic line, UK policy towards the
EUhas been characterised by a number of practices that reflect the
posture described above. A first recurrent practice, 'firstobstruct, then
join', is epitomised by constant efforts - from Messina 1955 until
today - to block new projects for unification, followed, within a delay
ofvarjdng duration, bythe decision to enter once such projects have
become reality and proved to function. This strategy has been
prominently applied to suchbig projects as the Treaty of Rome itself,
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the European Monetary System, the Social Charter, ortheCharter of
Fundamental Rights. It is also followed, however, in the EU ordinary
legislative process, where more specific and less fundamental
arrangements are stipulated.

A second practice, 'negotiate twice", is a negotiating method, in
which the structure and features of the new arrangement (be it the
EMU or the Protocol on the Schengen acquis) are discussed while
leaving UK participation explicitly undecided. Instead of being a
handicap, this uncertainty is turned into an instrument to exert
maximum influence on the content and shape of the arrangement.
How often have we heard arguments like'We are against this whole
thing you intend to do, but in order to have a serious chance that
what we are discussing here will be actually subscribed by us, then
you should accept this and thaf. At the very end of this process,
however, as it happened with the single currency, an 'opting ouf
clause is askedfor, that exempts the UK from the commitments it has
so powerfully influenced and towhich theothers actually subscribe.
And it may even happen that new concessions are asked for when
the privilege of the exemption is eventually lifted.

A third practice appears to have been to 'participate for
contingent motives'. To most continental Europeans the importance
and the true meaning ofthe EU construction lie in the constitutional
change it brings about, not in the particular policy stance the Union
is taking on a particular issue in a given pointoftime. By contrast, in
Britain one oftenhas the impression that the decision whether or not
to participate is dependent on far more transitory considerations
than that the arrangement be adhered to. It is now widely
recognised that this has indeed been the case with the decision to
enter the EMS, and with the choice of a parity that was perhaps
helpful in the short run, but non-sustainable over time. Strangely
enough a similar attitude seems to reappear in these days, when we
hear sentences like'The pound is too strong,we would be better off
if we were in EMU'.

Fourth, and finally, there is the practice to 'take the Union as a
menu ofprojects'. On the continent, both supporters and adversaries
of the integration process see it as a single endeavour to bring
together peoples and states thathave long fought against each other,
so that even such a big objective as the creation of a single market is
a means to this end. In Britain, by contrast, a piecemeal approach
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seems to prevail. The components of the construction are regarded
one by one, and each is judged on its own merit, whether the project
is Airbus, the directive on financial services, the controls at the
borders, or the single currency. Good projects should be adhered to,
bad ones discarded, where good and bad refer to their congeniality
to the British, often contingent, interest, not consistency with a 'total
projecf.

35. The deep entrenchment of attitudes towards the EU in the
political and intellectual tradition of the country marks, per se, no
difference between the United Kingdom and the other members of
the EU. What is special is the fact that, in contrast with most
countries of continental Europe this tradition offers, or seems to
offer, a much weaker basis on which to build support for a project of
European political union. In fact, while most continental Member
States of the EU managed to instrumentalise the European project to
enhance national identity and prestige and to further the national
interest, and in this way, made Europe an integral part of their
national projects, no such symbiotic relationship emerged in the UK,
leaving a persistent feeling of 'us i;s. them'. Hence the profound
difference in attitudes between the UK and the continent (perhaps
with the exception of some Nordic countries), where the lesson of
history is that division is a recurrent source of disaster and where the
philosophical tradition includes a robust branch of romantic
idealism.

While the analysis conducted so far is in no way a critique, I
cannot fail to submit that the attitudes I have tried to describe

contain, to my mind, a fundamental asjonmetry and a serious
contradiction. The asjmimetry consists in the fact that the method of
enquiry, which is the one offered by Scottish Enlightenment to the
world, is followed in a one-sided fashion. For instead of being
applied comprehensively to the whole political and institutional
construct, of which both the (yet to come) European state and the
(present) Nation State are parts, it somehow exempts the latter from
the critique. The Nation State is thus transfigured in an absolute,
timeless entity that the course of history has brought to perfection.
This is not empiricism, it is sheer idealism, 'what is real is rational', in
Hegelian terms; the obverse of David Hume's precept of 'never
confusing"is"with "ought"', that your Institute has chosen as its motto.
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Meanwhile, and correspondingly, the Exiropean project is caricatured
as a superstate destined, and doomed, to swallow up both the
nations and their states.

This asymmetric approach has flawed the assessment of the
role European states (including the UK) can play in the world that
has emerged from the Second World War, as well as the assessment
of the prospects, function and constitutional features of the
European Union itself. In support of this approach, very un-British
arguments (by that I mean arguments divorced from the observation
of reality) have been deployed to reject the idea of a European
political union. One of such arguments states that'European political
union is unfeasible because it requires a European demos that does
not exisf. Does Spain, with its Catalan, Basque and Galician
'countries within the countr)^, to name only one of the oldest
'nations', have a single demos? The same question applies
legitimately to the United Kingdom, with its English, Scottish, Welsh
and Northern Irish constituent units. And what is a demos, after all,
if not the product of history? The argument reminds me of what I
read in 1992 on a poster carried by a British woman demonstrating
in Birmingham in front of the building where the European Council
was gathering: 'Nations were created by God and only God can
abolish them!' Another argument, recently echoed by Larry
Siedentop in his well-received book, states that 'Since the container
of democracy is the Nation State, a European state would lack
democratic legitimac)^. Is it not true that, over time, the democratic
principle has continuously developed its rules and techniques to
extend its social and geographical range of application? And is the
election of the President by the states (even, as in the case of George
W. Bush, against the majority of the popular vote) making the USA
centre of power undemocratic? These attitudes are not, of course, an
exclusive British prerogative. On the continent, they are frequent
among those who are reluctant to see the overall architectiure
becoming a fully-fledged political union. It is in the UK, however,
that they are predominant.

It should also be emphasised that the actual making of the
European Union is the outcome of a rather extraordinary
combination of vision and pragmatism that takes the best from the
two traditions of continental idealism and British empiricism.
VN^thout a thorough, and experience-based critique of the
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idealisation of the Nation State, the very project of a unified Europe
never would have been conceived. Continental Europeans engaged
in the making of the EU have overcome the limits of their own
intellectual tradition and amply drawn from British contributions to
political philosophy. Robert Shumann, Walter Hallstein and Jean
Monnet, to mention just some of the key figures, have succeeded in
their action thanks to the extraordinary pragmatism with which they
have pursued their ideals. In the British Isles, a converse and
equivalent effort has not taken place to the extent necessary to
decisively influence the course of UK policies.

38. How will the UK-EU relationship develop in the years to
come? VS^l the persistence of UK reluctance allow the combination
of further progress in the Union with British participation continue
in the years to come? Will the UK eventually succeed in blocking
further drifts towards supranationalism and hence the completionof
a political union as described above? And, if not, will the UK
eventually move in, or will it stay out? As the answers to these
difficult questions, with which every person involved in European
affairs is and will be confronted, remain unknown, I shall limit
myself to few remarks.

As repeatedly happened in centuries past, Britain seems to act
as the tireless and masterful organiser of coalitions that prevent the
unification of the continent. It does so by reinforcing, on every
occasion, the front of those who oppose a strengthening of majority
decisions and supranational rule. In the end, Britain may once again
overcome the 'invasion by the continenf and definitively tilt the
balance of the EU towards unanimity and inter-governmental co
operation. Victory may come after years of brave adoption of the
Russian tactics of surrendering portions of sovereignty while
constantly fighting against supranationalism, in a way that gradually
wears out the adversary. The opposite outcome is also possible,
however. In this case the construction of a united Europe will
continue, and the UK will have to face a hard choice. This will be the

choice between a new and radical 'opt ouf (of the sort advocated by
William Hague) and active support of an idea that the majority of its
political establishment and public opinion has neither launched nor,
so far, shared.
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Only time is going to tell which of the outcomes events will
bring, but something I would venture to say for each of them. If the
UK 'wins', this will be a defeat for the continent and a Pyrrhic victory
for the UK itself, which will be relegated to a secondary role,
between the US super-power and a continent that has slid back to
division, instability and internal infighting. Equally marginal would
be the UK role if it opted out of a truly united Europe. While that
Europe would become the natural interlocutor of the USA, the
United Kingdom, like Switzerland today,would have many benefits
but no real influence. Finally, by accepting political union
unambiguously, the UK would bring to its culmination, and to the
establishment of the EU as a leading global player in the 21®'
Century, its unique heritage in the fields of civic virtues, political
liberties, and empirical wisdom in the governance of world affairs.

Whether the EU makes further decisive steps towards political
union, however, is going to depend more on the will and
determination of continental states, particularly the founding
members, than on Britain's policies. It is fair to say that the course of
European developments would have been not much different had
British attitudes been more positive in the past twenty-five years.
And, after all, the greatest new steps in the construction have been
made when Margaret Thatcher was Prime Minister.

VI. Conclusion

39. We live in a time in which the boundaries of human freedom

are wider than ever, and hence human responsibility. More than half
of the world population elects its government, while only a hundred
years ago universal suffrage did not exist anywhere. Since, after the
disaster of command economies, market principles inspire the
policies of most countries, the ordinary people, everywhere on the
globe, increasingly determine production and consumption. While
they had always sought protection from the force of nature, today,
having the means to destroy nature, human beings have to learn how
to protect it. Parenthood, birth and death, which used to be accepted
as natural events, are becoming the result of a human choice. In
general, what were called acts of God are increasingly becoming acts
of men. Only if matched by an equivalent rise in rationality, sense of
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responsibility, ability to design and implement self-imposed rules,
can this explosion of human freedom avoid disaster and destruction.
This we have leamt in the 20"^ Century. It would indeed be awkward
if, in the very period of history which requires such moral and
intellectual maturing, an eminently human construct like the
boundaries of political organisations were to be discussed in
superstitious rather than rational terms. Unlike the woman
demonstrator in Birmingham, we all should be convinced that
political orders are in our hands because they are acts of men. And,
on the continent as well as in these Isles, we should not forget what
David Hume wrote in 1739, i.e. that 'generally speakingthe errors in
religion are dangerous. Those in philosophy only ridiculous'.
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